2011 World of Work Summer Fellows

Louis D. Brandeis Legacy Fund for Social Justice WOW Recipients

Caitlin Abber '13  
*Healthy Waltham*, Waltham, MA

Samuel Datlof '12  
*American Jewish World Service*, New York, NY

Marcela Dodi '14  
*Partners-Albania, Center for Change and Conflict Management*, Tirana, Albania

Melissa Donze '12  
*MILANA*, Bangalore, India

Kelly Doolittle '12  
*The International Institute of Connecticut, Inc.*, Bridgeport, CT

Stacey Ha '12  
*Gifted Hands*, Riverdale, NY

Maya Jacob '13  
*No One Leaves Springfield*, Springfield, MA

Sari Ladin '12  
*Corporate Accountability International*, Boston, MA

Christopher Lau '12  
*Human Rights in China*, Hong Kong, China

Carly Lenhoff '13  
*Lawyers for Children*, New York, NY

Marla Merchut '12  
*Center for Legal Aid Education*, Boston, MA

Mangaliso Mohammed '12  
*Mbabane City Council*, Mbabane, Swaziland

Victoria Negus '12  
*Community Legal Services and Counseling Center*, Cambridge, MA

Dimple Patel '12  
*Native American Cancer Research Corporation*, Lakewood, CO

Yeiri Robert '12  
*Waltham Alliance to Create Housing (WATCH)*, Waltham, MA

Dara Rosenkrantz '12  
*Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center*, El Paso, TX
Shira Rubenstein '13  
*Boston Area Rape Crisis Center*, Cambridge, MA

Alexander Schneider '12  
*National Consumers League*, Washington, DC

Carolyn Schweitzer '12  
*Teen Voices*, Boston, MA

Montree Songphatanayothin '13  
*Association for the Promotion of the Status of Women*, Bangkok, Thailand

Jason Sugarman '13  
*Anti-Defamation League*, New York, NY

Wajida Syed '12  
*Interfaith Worker Justice*, Boston, MA

Marisa Tashman '12  
*Community Dispute Settlement Center*, Cambridge, MA

Marisa Turesky '13  
*Share Our Strength*, Washington, DC

Jonathan Wexler '14  
*Burma Border Projects*, Mae Sot, Thailand

Lindsey Wilson '13  
*The Consortium*, Greenfield, MA

Nusrath Yusuf '13  
*Operation ASHA*, New Delhi, India

Jacqueline Zais '13  
*Wayside*, Framingham, MA

**Judith Cossin Berkman '59 Endowed Internship in Social Work Recipient**

Margo Bernstein '13  
*Jewish Board of Family and Children Services: Brooklyn Real Personalized Recovery Oriented Services*, New York, NY

**Universal WOW Recipients**

Katherine Alexander '12  
*Boston Center for International Justice*, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Claire Arkin '12  
*Blinkads*, New York, NY
Ariel Barnehama '13
Weill Cornell Medical College, New York, NY

James Bartolacci '12
James Carr Architect, Cambridge, MA

Maayan Bar-Yam '12
Children's Museum at Holyoke, Holyoke, MA

Sarah Briskin '12
Team in Training, Natick, MA

Wei-Huan Chen '12
GateHouse Media, Inc., Needham, MA

Yujie Cheng '12
Sichuan JinTong Consulting & Evaluating Co., Ltd., Chengdu, China

Diana Flatto '12
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, MA

Rachel Fried '12
inSegment, Needham, MA

Miriam Glicksberg '12
American Jewish University, Ostrow Library, Bel Air, CA

Kelsey Grab '12
PT Cempaka Interior, Bali, Indonesia

Cindy (Xinhui) He '12
Schepens Eye Research Institute, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA

Jeffrey Herman '14
Costs of Care, Boston, MA

Maxine Hirschler '12
Long Island Cardiovascular Imaging, P.C., Manhasset, NY

Anna Homitsky '13
Community Care Behavioral Health Organization of UPMC, Pittsburgh, PA

Alexander Hulse '12
University of TX San Antonio, Mopan Valley Archeological Project, Cayo, Belize

Ilana Huz '12
The UCLA Childhood OCD, Anxiety and Tic Disorders Program, Los Angeles, CA

Emily Levy '12
Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH
Daniel Noar '13
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

Leigh Nusbaum Dec. '11
Intercultural Dialogue Platform, Istanbul, Turkey

Quang Pham '13
PVI Invest, Hanoi, Vietnam

Travis Rapoza '13
Bristol County District Attorney's Office, New Bedford, MA

Emily Salloway '13
New England Cable News, Newton, MA

Deborah Salmon '13
Seeking Alpha, Ra'anana, Israel

Christine Scarlata '12
Rosa Lowinger & Associates Conservation of Sculpture & Architecture, Miami, FL

Meital (Tali) Singer Dec. '11
MediaRites Productions, Portland, OR

Diana Wang '13
Brandeis Health Psychology Lab, Waltham, MA

Nettie Weiss-Faratci '12
The ARK, Chicago, IL